1. Introduction. In [5] P. Suppes introduced the notion of a quantum probability space. He noted that such spaces may be used to describe the position and momentum of a quantum mechanical particle but cannot be used for more general systems. This author has considered quantum probability spaces not only because they are an interesting example of a nonclassical logic but because quantum mechanical phenomena are seen to develop in a quite transparent fashion in this case. Thus m{b)-m{a)+m{b -a)^m{a) for all mEM. If m{a)^m{b) for all mEM, by considering states concentrated on a, we see that aO-
The motivation for this theory is, of course, quantum mechanics. Physically C corresponds to a class of quantum mechanical events. In quantum theory the experiments used to verify two events a,bEC may interfere and it may be meaningless to consider a and b at the same time. However, if a(~\b=0 then there is no danger of interference so we may consider their logical join a\Jb, which is why we defined a <r-class as we did. If a and b are not disjoint, then they may be incompatible in the sense that no experiment can verify aC\b or aSJb. Motivated by this we say that a, bEC are compatible (written a<r+b) iíaí~\bEC. Notice that if aQb or if a(~\b=0 then a<r+b. (ii) By the distributive law aP^Ua.) =\}{aí^at)EC. If A\, AtQC we write Ai*->A2 if ai*->as for all aiEAh a2EA2. The sub cr-fields of a tr-class are extremely important because they correspond to classical experiments and single quantum mechanical quantities. It is important to know when a collection of sub cr-fields is contained in a single sub (r-field. 3. c-classes and internal compatibility. Let us now consider some examples. Example 1. Let B= {l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and let C be the class of subsets of B with an even number of elements. Then C is a <r-class of subsets but is not a ff-field since {l, 2} A{2, 3Î = {2}£C, for instance. We thus see, of course, that {l, 2 }*-*-*{2, 3}.
We have seen in Theorem 2.5 that if F\ and Ft are compatible sub a-fields of a <r-class then they are contained in a common sub <r-field. This result does not hold for three sub <r-fields, as the next example shows.
Example 2. Let B={l,2, • • • ,8} and let C be the class of subsets of fl with an even number of elements. Then again C is a <7-class but not ao--field. Let a= {l, 2, 3, 4}, b= {l, 2, 5, 6}, and c= {1, 3, 6, 8J.
Then a, b and c are mutually compatible and are thus contained in three mutually compatible sub <r-fields Fu F2. and F3 respectively. However, we see that a\Jb<**c and hence there is no sub tr-field containing Fi, F2 and F3.
We can get around the difficulty in Example 2 by making the following definition. If B is a nonempty set, a c-class (c is for compatibility) C of subsets of fl is a a-class which satisfies the following: If a, b, c are mutually compatible sets in C, then c++a\Jb. From the physical point of view it is reasonable to assume that quantum events satisfy this postulate. One can show that the cr-class in Example 1 ia a c-class but clearly the cr-class in Example 2 is not. Of course a cr-field is a c-class. As we shall see c-classes are much better behaved than cr-classes.
If C is a cr-class and AQC, then the compatant of A is A* => {bEC: ¿><->a for all aEA). Clearly AiQA2 implies AC2CA\. Denot- One might expect, in view of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.4, that if we had some compatible elements in a c-class then the smallest sub c-class containing these elements would be a sub cr-field. (Or the corresponding statement about two sub <r-fields in a cr-class.) However, these statements are not true. For instance, consider Example 1. Let C\ be the class of all subsets of 0, and let C be the cr-class of that example. Then the elements of C are certainly compatible relative to Ci, however the smallest sub c-class containing C is C itself which is certainly not a sub cr-field of Ci.
The previous paragraph emphasizes the fact that compatibility is defined relative to a certain cr-class and that elements compatible relative to one cr-class obviously need not be compatible relative to another. This is not the case, however, in the following situation. A class of subsets A of a nonempty set fl is internally compatible if ai\bEA for all a, bEA. Thus if A is internally compatible it is compatible relative to any cr-class containing it. Corollary 3.3. If A is internally compatible then the c-class C generated by A {i.e. the smallest c-class containing A) is a a-field.
Proof. Since A ¡s compatible relative to C, applying Theorem 3.1 there is a sub cr-field F containing A. But F is a c-class and by the minimality of C we have C= F. Indeed, in Example 2, let A= {a, b, c, {l, 2}, {l,3}, |l,6}, {l}}.
Then A is internally compatible and C in Example 2 is a cr-class containing A. Hence the cr-class G generated by A is contained in C. But since cr\{a\Jb)^C then cn(aUè)CG and hence G cannot be a cr-field.
We now give an application of Corollary 3. We leave the simple proof to the reader. Let us now briefly consider integration in this theory. If/ is observable and m a state then A¡ is a (T-field and m is a measure on Af. Thus (B, Af, m) becomes an ordinary probability space and we can define the integral ffdm in the usual way. Proof. If m is concentrated at a point w0 and 5 is a simple function, it follows that fsdm = s((j¡o). Since/ is a limit of simple functions we see that ffdm =/(«<>) •
We thus see that bounded observables satisfy the uniqueness condition discussed in [l] . Another natural question is whether integration is linear. That is, does f(f+g)dm=ffdm+fgdm for/, g bounded observables whose sum is observable and m any state? The author does not know the answer to this question ; however, it is trivial that the answer is affirmative for states concentrated at points. The answer is also affirmative if/ and g are simple functions.
5.
Comparison with Mackey's theory. Let us now compare our theory to that given by Mackey [3] in his axiomatic development of quantum mechanics. In the sequel we will always assume C is a a-class. Now C may be regarded as a complemented partially ordered set in which we define a^b ii aCb and use the usual set complementation. The sup and inf a\/b, a/\b, respectively, are defined in the usual way relative to C. Note however that a\/b (a/\b) need not equal aUb (af^b) even if the former exist. (They are equal if the latter are in C.) For instance, in Example l{l, 2} A {2, 3} = 0 while {l, 2¡P\{2, 3} = {2} 7*0. This also shows that if a/\b = 0 then a and b need not be disjoint (af\b = 0). Thus a<->6 is not equivalent to a/\bEC although the former does imply the latter. We say that a, bEC split if there exist mutually disjoint elements au bi, cEC such that a=ai\/c and b = bi\Jc. Mackey calls this simultaneous answerability and it corresponds to our notion of compatibility. Using this theorem we see that our language can be translated into the language in Mackey's theory and that our Theorems 2.5, 4.1 (i) and 3.1 are related to the results of Varadarajan [6] , [7] , and Pool [4] respectively. It is left to the reader to find the exact relation between these theories.
